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Dear Reader,

If you want to raise awareness in your city about the benefits of energy efficiency, 
renewable resources, and waste management, then this toolkit  is just for you!
This booklet provides a ready-to-use campaign package, along with tips and advice 
for municipalities. we hope that this allows cities to more easily implement suc-
cessful campaigns, and achieve improved resource use. 
our campaign package includes:

  useful ideas on how to organize awareness campaigns in your city or munici-
pality, focusing on the possibilities of saving energy (Part I).

  access to ready-made and customizable creative graphic material for 
free, which can significantly increase your campaign’s chances of success.  
All you need to do is  send a request for the download instructions via email  
(see Part II).

This material has already been tested and successfully utilized in several cities in the 
South East Europe region; now the time has come for your municipality to also seize 
the possibilities offered by this package!

the most important question: what are 
the benefits of a successfulcampaign? 

  Your colleagues and city inhabitants become more energy conscious, which leads 
to saving energy and money for the local government. 

  The good example shown by the local government is usually acknowledged and 
valued by the citizens, consequently a campaign like this serves also as a pr tool

  Truly significant savings can be reached only by involving the citizens and 
promoting building refurbishments

  This tangibly improves the condition of the environment and the liva-
bility of your city

  investments provide employment opportunities for local entrepre-
neurs and companies

  Campaigns are also suitable to build up local support for certain municipality 
projects (e.g. a new biomass power plant) or strategies (e.g. a waste management 
or climate protection plan)

  It renders the topic of energy efficiency (climate change, environmental protec-
tion) more understandable for the public, both adults and children
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why is this material useful? 

Today (unfortunately) it is difficult to organize a successful campaign without 
professional visual tools. However, you will be surprised at the results that can 
be achieved with impressive, comprehensible materials which inspire people to 
take action, especially when used strategically. 

  The most important novelty of our material is that it contains ready-made cre-
ative tools (posters, Facebook cover images etc.); consequently you won’t 
need to spend time (and money) to come up with new ideas and their realization

  Furthermore we offer two different creative designs of which you can pick 
the one you favour most

  The creative contents do not require much further work, they can be used simply 
and customized easily, e.g. the texts on the poster can be adjusted to your 
local goals

  The visual materials can be used for up to three different topics: energy effi-
ciency, renewable resources, and waste management 

  In order to help your campaign to become smooth and successful, and to reach as 
many local citizens as possible, additional to the visual contents we offer guide-
lines on how to build up a campaign. We also share several campaign ideas

  The material is structured in a way that enables you to design and organize a cam-
paign in the most efficient and at the same time cost-efficient way

for whom do we recommend this material?

We recommend it for those local governments, educational institutes, local 
non-governmental or social organizations, 

  who have already decided to launch an awareness-raising campaign in their 
cities,

  and who are seeking support to reaching their municipality’s goals. 

 

checklist: what will you need?

 i a manager to coordinate the campaign, to keep in touch with the media 

and the project partners, etc. 

  The work of the manager can be supported by a communication agency 

in delivering the campaign

 i an energy expert either from the municipality or from one of the part-

ners, who can support the campaign by giving lectures, providing consump-

tion data of the local government or by writing energy hints 

 i creative materials: you can choose from the provided designs, which 

can be used in many formats from posters to roll-ups

 i texts: press releases, a short description of the campaign, etc. 

 i communication channels: Facebook page, subpage of the municipality 

website

 i advertising spaces: newspaper ads, city lights, posters etc.

 i local partners/supporters

download it    use it in as many areas as possible customize it 
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Before you start planning your campaign:

define the focus area of your campaign

choose a goal to be supported by your campaign 

choose a topic! 

Which specific area of resource efficiency do you want to focus on? Which 
area needs to be promoted the most? Which area yields the greatest 
savings potential? In which field have municipality programmes already 
been launched that could be excellently supported by the campaign?  

energy efficiency refurbishments? 

using renewable resources? 

waste management?

Although it is possible to choose several topics, it is practical to focus on 
one topic at a time.

You have two options within the area of energy efficiency as well: to promote 
the simpler hints on reducing consumption which don’t require signifi-
cant investments, or to promote building renovations.

set a municipality goal 
to be supported by the campaign!

It is likely that there have already been positive initiatives in your city 
regarding the topic of resource efficiency, and hopefully this will continue 
in the future. Use your campaign to support and communicate these initia-
tives! Ask for the support of the citizens for this goal set by the city.

Several research studies to date have proven the fact that this kind of 
approach – engaging citizens and their support - is more efficient in achiev-
ing goals than simply passing on information, which can be observed in the 
case of most of the “typical” awareness-raising campaigns.

as a goal, you can set…

  a new investment in the near future, e.g. installing solar panels onto the 
mayor’s office

  or refurbishments, e.g. providing thermal insulation to the municipal 
schools

  or saving a certain amount of energy or money in one year or until 2020
  even a building or an investment, which can be funded from the savings 

reached through modernizations, e.g. a new playground
  your city becoming a “green” city in line with the European trends (even for 

touristic reasons)
  joining european goals, e.g. the Covenant of Mayors, in which the joint cit-

ies have undertaken a 20% reduction in energy consumption by 2020
 i a competition (to become the first/biggest/most successful city in a cer-

tain respect), and ask for the support of the citizens
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It is practical to set a concrete, tangible, even quantifiable goal, e.g. reduc-
ing the energy consumption of the municipality buildings by 25% in a year, 
or delivering useful information to 10 000 locals, or compiling the “commit-
ments” of 1000 locals who plan to start a refurbishment the next year.

After the goal you wish to achieve is set, developing the scenario of the cam-
paign becomes relatively easy.

  

how to structure the campaign?

According to the available resources (budget, number of partners involved, 
and available time for the campaign) you have the option to run a simpler or 
more complex campaign. 

The simplest way to go is to share important information only through 
the surfaces of the campaign (e.g. website, flyers), in order to help house-
holds reduce their energy consumption. These may include energy and reno-
vation hints applicable for everyone.

On the next level, you may also ask for the active contribution of the 
citizens, like committing themselves to an estimated amount of saving or 
undertaking renovations in the next year. In return, the municipality gives a 
symbolic certification or some kind of award.

2. planning

decide whether you want a simple or more complex campaign

define the target audience, i.e. whom you wish to address through 
the campaign

define incentives

develop the campaign plan

give your campaign a name

involve partners

contact the media
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what can you ask of the citizens?
  to download and read the publications, energy hints 
  to answer questions based on the above, to play quizzes and games, share 

stories, photos and the contents of the campaign on their own Facebook 
pages or on the page of the campaign,

  to make a pledge to pay attention to and reduce their energy consumption 
for one (or two or more) months,

  To invest into renovation within a year, e.g. replacing the old water heater etc.
  To refrain from purchasing unnecessary electronic devices in the next year, 

to switch off the computer for the night time, not to leave the TV in standby 
mode, to lower the temperature set by the thermostat by 2°C, etc.

define incentives

The most complex (but also most efficient) campaign is when the municipal-
ity offers truly valuable incentives. You can use many kinds of rewards 
in your campaign, e.g.:

  the municipality can agree with local merchandisers (thermal insulation, 
heating, or renewable products companies) on discounts for local citizens;

  tax reduction for certain types of investments;
  offering price-reduced services, like a discount on the transport of construc-

tion waste;
  Discounts or prizes in municipal institutions for the winners of energy com-

petitions, e.g. season tickets, library membership, concert tickets etc.

choose the target audience you want to reach

The target audience of the campaign consists of the (rather broad and het-
erogeneous) local residents. The more specifically you define those, whom 
you wish to address, the more probable it is that your message will reach its 
goal. Adjust your message to…

  the employees of the public institutions – not only by asking them to put the 
campaign posters on display, but actually requesting them to start imple-
menting the suggestions

 i the employees of the local businesses – major energy consumers, rest-
aurants, hotels etc., where the guests can also be reached, 

 i teachers and their students

You may define and reach your target audience in a different manner as well: 
instead of addressing individuals, you may focus on various groups, commu-
nities, e.g. focus on:

  those who produce green waste in their gardens, who use obsolete boilers, 
conscious consumers etc. 

  those who are in the process of moving (they can be reached through const-
ruction stores, real estate agencies, moving companies etc.) or renovating

 i women (who may have an influence on the energy consumption habits in the 
households)

 i parents (through the school children e.g. by assigning the children in school 
with homework that requires the help of their parents)

The different target audiences can be reached by messages of different con-
tent and style and by visuals displayed in different locations.
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The target audience can be addressed through questionnaires as well. 
Enquire about their energy consumption habits or their willingness for 
launching renovation investments. On the one hand the results may serve as 
useful information for your future projects, and on the other hand they can 
be shared or published as interesting facts and trends.

develop the campaign plan

The objective is to reach as many people as possible in the most effective 
way, through as many surfaces as possible. Here are some aspects:

  Define the available budget.
  Define the manager, the facilitator of the campaign and assign the diffe-

rent tasks to the participants; also take the partners into account.
  Define the duration of the campaign. It is practical to launch energy saving 

campaigns during the heating season, while spring is the most suitable time 
for messages promoting household renovations.

  Define the communication tools you wish to use (press ads, posters, 
t-shirts etc.) and where you want to use them.

  Make a schedule of the campaign events, decide when to have a press point, 
when to start publishing the saving hints, when to display the first posters 
etc., i.e. when to use which tool. Take into account the time for manufac-
turing and preparation as well when scheduling the tasks. 

give your campaign a name

A successful campaign needs a good title. This can be a slogan proposed by 
us (‘Let’s catch the runaway energy’ or ‘Together we can save more’) or you 
can use your own ideas. Use this title on the campaign’s Facebook page as 
well, e.g. ‘Together with Cityville’, or ‘Let’s save with Townville!’, www.face-
book.com/togethercityville, www.facebook.com/letscatchtownville 

involve local partners/supporters

  Get in touch with local schools and involve them in the campaign;
  Contact local businesses which could support the campaign with their cont-

ributions;
  Contact ngo’s or social organizations which can help you in dissemina-

ting the message of your campaign through their networks.

contact the local 
(or national) media

The media is interested in everything that is new, novel, special, grand, that 
happens for the first time, that involves many people etc. These attributes 
can be true for your campaign as well, as it might as well be the first munici-
pal energy efficiency campaign, or perhaps it is one which reaches the most 
residents, or has the most ambitious goals.

how and in what manner is it practical to approach the media?
  Write a short, clear letter to get in touch
  Write a press release, compile press documentation
  Illustrate the texts with pictures and the visuals of the campaign
 i provide ideas and possibilities:

  ask them to make an interview with the mayor;
  ask them to report the campaign and its events;
  ask them to publish interesting articles and information on the topic; or
  media workers (for example speakers of the local radio) can also make 

commitments – this gives more credibility to your campaign.
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The campaign is run along concrete surfaces, on which the target audience 
meets the campaign messages. Certain surfaces are paid, while others are 
practically available for free. 

reserve paid media surfaces

set up your own surfaces

create the text contents

create the visuals (see part ii),

plan the events of the campaign

involve your colleagues

what kind of paid media surfaces are available?

  City light posters or giant posters 
  Smaller posters (to be placed on corridor walls, municipality billboards etc.)
  Roll-ups (which are useful at events)
  (paid) PR articles, press ads
  Flyers
  Other advertisement inventories: floor stickers, certificates, T-shirts,  

balloons with scripts, flags, desktop wallpapers etc.

Strive to display the visuals on such surfaces where the target audience 
is exposed to fewer competing advertisements, e.g. public buildings are 
perfect for this purpose. 

set up your own communication channels

Both the Facebook page of the campaign and the posts themselves can be 
(and should be) promoted for a relatively low cost. Search for the “Boost 
post” button, or the “Use ad manager” options under the “Build Audience” 
menu.  You can also target your city under the “Location” option. 

You can use a subpage of the municipality website or a Facebook page as 
your own surface, where you can share contents by choice. Ask for the assis-
tance of the municipality website manager!

municipality website:
  Set up a subpage or news page to share written content about the campaign
  Post a banner on the main page of the municipality website, which links to 

the subpage
  Publish hints on energy efficiency, calls for applications, reports, best prac-

tices, articles by experts etc.

facebook page of the campaign:
  Define the person responsible for the page (admin)
  Register on Facebook (choose a good name as explained before)
  Make and upload the cover photo and the logo,
  Prepare a list of what and when to post (hints for energy efficiency,  

news, etc.)

It is practical to prepare posts on the Facebook page in advance before the 
campaign kick-off.
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other possible free advertising surfaces:
  News, interviews, reports in the local media
  Newsletter/mailing lists of the municipality institutions, 
  Newsletters and web pages of partner organizations,
  Personal Facebook profiles of the employees of the municipality (motivate 

your colleagues to share and like the materials of the campaign)

Use the visual contents of the campaign in electronic form as well, e.g. as 
letterheads, as e-postcards, on the webpage, in presentations etc. 

create the text contents

what documents will you need?
  a short description of the campaign (which you can use e.g. on the Face-

book page),
  a press release (which is short, interesting, clear)
  so-called fact sheets (information on the consumption of the city, easily 

understandable data and trends of energy consumption and CO2 emission),
 i collection of hints (how to reduce consumption in our households, how to 

renovate in a rational way)

Ask the local energy expert to provide the necessary data and technical 
information! You might also use materials available on the internet.

writing tips: Write in a simple, understandable and honest man-
ner. Do not use too official or too technical phrases. Use short, motivating, 
trendy messages! Always focus on one single question. Use personal and 
local examples where possible. Besides providing local citizens with infor-
mation on what kind of steps to take, never forget about the wider context 
of the goals of the campaign either!

create the visuals of the campaign

Order and print the posters, the roll-ups and the other tools (the visuals 
themselves will be discussed in the next part).

Depending on your campaign’s target audience(s), spread the visuals to 
schools, public institutions, medical stations, libraries etc., and to the adver-
tising companies. Ask the former to display the posters.

prepare the events of your campaign

organize a press conference!
  Set up a contact list
  Reserve the location
  Write an appealing invitation and attach images
  Send the invitations (and a reminder before the event)
  Write the press material, attach images

organize an energy day for schools!
  Contact schools
  Appoint the responsible person
  Define the people who can be involved (teachers, school principals etc.),
  Start organizing the program

Some hints on organising an Energy Day (based on the visuals of the  
campaign):

  Ask the children to make stickers (drawing, printing, filling in, sticking) which 
can be placed beside switches, taps or dust bins – ‘switch it off’, ‘close it’, 
‘throw it here’ etc.
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  Make them create posters that focus on certain topics for students of other 
schools. The posters can be designed individually or in groups

  Drawing or storytelling competition
  Photo session with the energy elf (from the visual package – see Part II) stic-

kered on a window, making commitments etc.
  Lectures by an energy expert adjusted to the target audience of children
  Energy hunt (what is energy, where and how does it get away, how can we 

catch it).

Try to involve as many actors as possible, not only environmental sci-
ence teachers or homeroom teachers, but teachers of other subjects as well 
(English, Math, Physics or even Physical Education). All teachers can find 
relations with the topic within their subjects. 

Use the visuals of the campaign at the events as much and in as many vari-
eties as possible, e.g. in the form of flags, posters, direction signs etc.

The pictures and stories prepared can be shared either on the website or the 
Facebook page of the municipality, or in the local media.

organize an energy day for the city

Use the approach of  ‘A day without energy’ – organize activities which do not 
require any electricity, but at the same time are interesting for the audience.

Examples:
  Unplugged concerts around the city or in the restaurants joining the  

campaign
  Singing together flash-mob style in several locations in the city,
  Sport activities, skills competitions (relating to the topic to energy  

efficiency if possible, e.g. a running race for less energy consumption)
  Energy quiz games – for smaller, immediate awards
  Commitments of visitors joint with a photo session and compiling the com-

mitments on a poster
  Handicraft activities, e.g. creating the energy elf from textile
  Energy experiments, e.g. lighting and projecting slides with bicycles and 

dynamos
  Photo exhibition on the topic
  Exhibition of the posters and drawings made on the energy day(s) in the 

school(s)

Organize presentations from experts and forums for the locals, set up a 
free consulting stand, organise product promotions.

The event is also a good opportunity for the media to make reports and 
shoot photos.

These events provide a good opportunity to approach the citizens person-
ally, and engage them to make simple commitments, e.g. to pay more atten-
tion to their energy consumption in their household in the future, or to start 
a renovation the next year. It is recommended to document or even photo 
document their commitments. 

If you are using incentives in the campaign and asking for the cooperation 
of the residents, you may as well organize an awards ceremony, which is 
also a good opportunity for public promotion.

Use the campaign visuals at the events in as many locations and in as 
many variations as possible (e.g. in the form of roll-ups, posters, flags,  
stickers etc.).
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involve your colleagues

Ask for the support of your colleagues. Ask them not only to inform them-
selves about the campaign, but also to contribute to reaching the goals 
through their own personal behaviour. Most co-workers can spread the vis-
uals of the campaign through their own social media profiles (Facebook, Ins-
tagram), and in the schools through their children.

The campaign begins when the target group meets the messages for the 
first time, either through posters or through the reports of local media. 

Make sure that by this time the Facebook page of the campaign is already 
working, the necessary information is uploaded to the website of the munic-
ipality, etc. Pay attention to the questions and comments appearing on 
the Facebook page, and answer them. Feedback helps you in adjusting the 
descriptions.

Ask the media to time the appearance of the campaign report to the first or 
second day of the campaign launch. Make sure the campaign materials are 
indeed displayed in the necessary places.

Collect applications and commitments. If you announce an action, warn your 
audience about the deadline.
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choose one of the two visual plans for the campaign

You can find two creative sets in the campaign package ‘Let’s put our resources 
to better use!’

You will find plans developed for several tools in both sets, including posters, 
press materials, Facebook headers and other kinds of illustrations.

The most important message of both of the creative designs is that it is your 
municipality which is backing the campaign. 

‘let’s catch the runaway energy’ has a playful, unique and interactive 
design – the character representing the runaway energy can be used perfectly 
in schools and even for adult audiences as well. This design features three main 
communication steps. The first one is ringing in – this poster displays the black 
and white photo of your municipality with a general but appealing message. The 
second step is the phase of the actual campaign message, whereas the third step 
is a poster showing the personal commitment of an authentic local personality 
(mayor, school principal, local artist etc.).

‘together we can save more’ has a simpler design, but at the same time it 
resembles the style and colour scheme of the currently popular ads. In this design 
the focus falls on acting together and on the supportive role of the municipality.
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All you have to do is customize the texts in the graphic files according to your own 
needs, for which you will need only a graphic designer, who will do the necessary 
modifications in the downloadable and editable files (psd).

Change the background picture on the first image of the ‘Let’s catch...’ concept 
to a black and white photo of your city. Use photos of  famous/well-known 
local people, taken specially for the campaign on the ‘personal commitment’ 
poster (step three).

The graphic designer has the possibility also to modify the dimensions of the post-
ers. This way you can use the images not only as press advertisements, but also as 
city light posters.

You will find files with visuals showing only the slogan and the elf – you can use 
this version (with any kind of content and amount of text) for any purpose, e.g. as a 
promotional material for an event or as a flyer.

customize the visuals

If you wish to use our graphic materials, please write to us at  
info@energiaklub.hu, and the information necessary for downloading 
and utilizing the files will be sent to you. In the subject field of the email 
please type ‘urban energy campaign’. Please specify the name and web-
page of your organization and also the type of campaign in which you wish 
to use the creative materials.
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tailor the messages of the visuals 
according to your local goals

You will find further text content apart from the main titles on the posters. You may 
modify or extend them at your choice and according to the municipality goals (and 
possibilities) – this way your campaign is fully customizable. Make sure that the 
slogans, the visuals and the text content are in accordance with each other!

A few ideas:
let’s catch the runaway energy!

step 1 with a photo of the municipality

Our city is becoming more efficient, thus saving energy and money! 
Join our initiative!

 
step 2 with the topic chosen  by the municipality

One third of what goes into your bin is organic waste! 
Use it as a resource – compost!    
      

Make use of the sun! You can supply up to 60% of your family’s 
hot water needs with a solar thermal collector.

New windows and thermal insulation can reduce the energy consumption 
of your home by half. This is a long-term solution – for you as well.

 

step 3 – Personal commitment

“We have already caught it!” One third of the electricity 
used in our schools is produced by solar panels. 
XY, mayor, municipality of Z

together we can save more

Our city is becoming more and more efficient! 
Join our campaign to be part of the success! 
We will help you save energy and money.
For more information, visit our website and our Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/citytogether, www.city.org/together

important!

Please do not change the composition, proportions, colours and the font 
types of the visuals! Please do not add any visual element to the materials!

The campaign materials cannot be used by companies for their own adver-
tising purposes. 

The logo of the EU and the project supporting the creation of the campaign 
materials (RE-SEEties and South-East Europe) are compulsory elements 
of the visuals, please do not remove them! 

!

!

!
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close your campaign

You can choose the duration of your campaign according to your needs: it can last 
for one or more months or even for half a year. However, make sure you close 
the campaign with e.g. an awards ceremony, the announcement of the results, 
acknowledgements, a promise for continuing the campaign, or to keep up the 
aspirations of the municipality.

Publish a report summarizing the conclusions of the campaign on the municipal-
ity surfaces. Keep in mind that by introducing good practices, you can motivate 
the citizens even through your campaign-closing communication to do further 
savings and renovations.

evaluation

You can gain useful information by evaluating the campaign.

This includes:
  the number of reports made on the campaign in the media
  the number of likes the Facebook page of the campaign reached
  important feedback and advice received
  the number of  people participating in the Energy Day (collect photos as well)
  the number of  people reached through the various mediums 

Do you need more ideas? Here you will find some international examples of cam-
paign organizations:

  Behavior Change And Energy Use (Cabinet Office)

  Changing Energy Behaviour, Guidelines for behavioural change programmes 
(BEHAVE, Intelligent Energy Europe)

  Creating an awareness campaign (Carbon trust)

  ENGAGE, Campaign guidebook for cities (Energy Cities)

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/60536/behaviour-change-and-energy-use.pdf
http://www.idae.es/uploads/documentos/documentos_10457_BEHAVE_changing_energy_behaviour_09_c5724555.pdf
http://www.idae.es/uploads/documentos/documentos_10457_BEHAVE_changing_energy_behaviour_09_c5724555.pdf
https://www.carbontrust.com/media/13089/ctg056_creating_an_awareness_campaign.pdf
http://www.futerra.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/Engage-campaign-book.pdf
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